
Caterina Bernardini de Pace 
Old Peak road #23, Hong Kong   
Phone:  +852 54314777, e-mail: cbernardinidepace@gmail.com 

Curious and determinate journalist, creative and dedicate manager, entrepreneurial spirit and young mother. These are few words that 
can describe my personality and my self. Having the luck of studying and leaving between Europe and Asia I had the possibility to enter 
in touch with a lot of different people, cultures and business approaches.  

Experience 

• The Italian Chamber of Commerce of Hong kong and Macao                                                       Oct 2021 - Present 

The Italian Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong and Macao is a private organisation whose mission is to promote business 
exchanges between Hong Kong, Italy and Macao. It organises more than one hundred events per year to promote the Member 
companies, reaching thousands of Italian, international and local professionals in Hong Kong and Macao. Moreover the Chamber offers 
targeted advertising, marketing support and PR services, as well as business matching and information report packages. 

General Manager 

Responsible for the Chamber's budget and strategy, with focus on developing new services, creating new revenue streams and 
maintaining public relations and communication with members, as well as with local and Italian institutions. 
In charge of selecting, hiring, training and motivating staff members (10 people team). 

• Radio Lattemiele                                                                                                                           Jan 2017 - Present 

Radio Lattemiele is an Italian radio that covers all the Italian Region, not only with music but also with programs and daily news 
broadcast. 

Reporter  

In the past 4 years I have been doing a weekly program on Radio Lattemiele talking about the news from Asia, particularly from Hong 
Kong and China and the similarities and differences that we can find in these two cultures. 

• Fidinam Group Worldwide (Hong Kong)                                                                                      Nov 2017 - Nov 2019 

Fidinam Group Worldwide is a Swiss Company specialized in Tax advisory and Business Consultancy. Established in Lugano in 1960, 
Fidinam provides personalized services and local expertise on a global scale. European operations are controlled by Fidinam Group 
Holding (Switzerland) while Fidinam Group Worldwide controls operations outside Europe 

Marketing Manager 

Fidinam is a challenge for my career because it’s something completely different to what I have done so far. In Fidinam I am in charge of  
running, controlling and organising all the communication (website, newsletter, social networks etc) and the organisation of the events 
of the different branches of the company. My role as marketing manager means to deal with a lot of different matters. Organising all the 
activities of the 4 Asian offices, collecting contacts and make a good marketing strategy in order to reach more clients. 
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• Hausie (Hong Kong)                                                                                                                    Aug 2016 - Sep 2017 

Hausie is a designer collective of great diversity and excellence established as a place where its designer-members can chronicle their 
powerful individual visions, showcase and make available their works and collections to the world.  The Hausie platform is a living 
collaboration presenting a broad ensemble of both rising stars and established designers, whose abilities to push the creative 
boundaries, redefine technical possibilities and send our fashion-universe into new unexplored dimensions, set them apart in a league 
of their own. 

Relation Designer and sales Manager  

Hausie is a great opportunity to deal with different duties. I maintain the relation with the designers and help them to find the right route 
and direction according to their products. I try to find for them the best way to enter the market. Moreover I manage events including 
trade shows and popup stores.  

• Attila & Co ( Italy - China)                                                                                                               Jun 2015 - Oct 2015 

Attila is an integrated Italian communications agency specialized in brand consulting, marketing and pr. Attila’s main focus is to give the 
brand an added value in terms of aesthetic and emotional appeal, so as to enhance the brand’s aspirational values. Some of Attila’s 
clients are Salvatore Ferragamo, Mango, Ugg, Ports and Krizia. 

Project Manager ( free lance) 

Due to my Chinese experience, Attila assigned me a project of one of its major clients: Krizia. The brand in fact was recently vested by 
a Chinese group and had the need to be relaunched in the fashion system. I personally followed all the process of the re -branding, 
marketing and pr, from the advertisement campaign to the trunk show during Milan fashion week in September 2015. It was a very 
exciting experience that put me even even more in contact with the communication world. 

• Fashion Magazine International  (China)	 Jan 2014 - Jan 2015 
Part of the Magazine International, Italian based company, is helping brands to develop their own communication in China.  

Project Manager 

I personally followed all the steps of the company creation from the beginning trough all the processes. Approaching all the way of 
communication from the traditional magazine and newspaper or events to the ultimate way such a wechat or weibo, creating groups 
and promoting the brands we are proposing to small Italian brands a possible way to create their own image on the chinese market. 

• AGR – Agenzia Giornalistica Radiotelevisiva  (Italy – China)	 Jun 2010 - March 2016 
Agr is part of the CNR Media Group. AGR is one of biggest Italian network of information that offers every day news from Italy and the 
world, truth the three main communication channels, radio, web and TV.  

Reporter and Radio Speaker.  

During my period inside the editorial office my main job was to follow the news minute after minute in order to create an updated radio 
news. Moreover I had to interview different kind of people, according to the need of the hour to set up a service that was supposed to 
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go on the radio news. Since I moved to Shanghai and then Hong Kong I collaborate with the agency by interviewing people or creating 
news reports. That allowed me to become a radio speaker.  

• Ducati Asia Pacific at Ducati Motor Holding (China)	 Jan 2013 – Jun 2013 
Ducati ASAP is Ducati motor holding’s representative office for Asia Pacific markets. 
Based in Shanghai Ducati ASAP takes care about 14 countries, trying to increase sales and brand awareness.  

Marketing and P.R. Manager Associate  

I assist both the marketing and P.R. department in events organization, market researches, marketing presentations. 
I have to stay in daily contact with the 14 distributors in order to help them with new ICT platforms implementation and assist them for 
operational requests.  

• Shanghai Daily (China) 	 Jun 2012 – Dec 2012 

Shanghai Daily is an English-language newspaper in China. Its primary audience is visiting foreigners, mainly overseas investors and 
tourists to Shanghai, though many Chinese students read it to improve their English. It is the only English-language newspaper that is 
published seven days a week in Mainland China  

Reporter  

I used to work for the feature department writing and telling stories about expats, events, fashion and topical questions. I also had my 
own weekly column about the city itself, particularly about an area of it which I had to let the readers know by describing its new 
opening or special places. 
That experience allowed me to know much better the Chinese world and culture. In addition to this, the period at the Shanghai daily 
permitted me to know many different people and so to create a big international network.  

• PRS Media Group  (Italy)	 Jan 2009 – Dec 2010 
PRS is an Italian advertising dealership. Since 1973 PRS sells advertising spaces to the main media such as press, TV and radio. It’s a 
company that manages major broadcasters (national, local and satellite) and partners with some press publishers. The importance of 
the managed media has led, in 2003, to the decision of separately dealing the commercial activities of the press and television, from 
which PRS press and PRS TV were born.  

Marketing Manager Assistant  

During that period I was dividing my time between the university studies and the PRS office, as a assistant of the Marketing Manager. 
My duty was to follow some unconventional communication projects such us events for and according to the customers needs.  

• Il Giornale  (Italy)	 Sep 2008 – Jun 2009 
Il Giornale is one of the most popular Italian newspaper in 2011 sold 155.000 copies in all Italy. It is the eighth more widespread journal 
in the country and it is combine with various local newspapers  

Reporter  

I worked for the chronicle area news that means that I wrote about what daily happened in the country. From a car accident to a 
fashion show, the matter of field was very wide and that allowed me to improve my writing ability day by day. 
After the internship I continued to collaborate with the newspaper.  
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Education 

• Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore   (Italy)	 2009 – 2011 
Graduated in Marketing and Management (Taught Graduate) University Degree 110/110 cum laude  

• Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore   (Italy)	 2006 – 2009 
Graduated in Modern Languages and Journalism University Degree 110/110 cum laude  

• Soas University   (England)	 Jun 2012 – Sep 2012 
Summer session – Advanced Writing and Reading English course certificate  

• Jaotong University   (China)	 Jan 2011 – Jul 2011 
Chinese course first degree 
- HSK 3º Level  

Languages  

Italian (Native), English (Fluent), Mandarin (HSK – Third level)  

Personal Interest   

I'm curious reader with many interests depending on when and what I'm working on.  

I love writing, Journalism is my first real love. Communication in general is what I like and it’s a “world” where I grew up in thanks also to 
my family business in Italy. 

I am above all a young mother of three children who have been my priority in these past years, but whom I want to teach that a mother 
can be also a woman who works without giving them less love and attention. 
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